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Question #1: (50 points) 
The slider crank of the figure below is operated at a uniform crank speed of 200 rad/s. The 
lengths, centers of gravity, masses, and moments of inertia of the links are given. 

Determine the following for the phase 2 = 60°: 
1. The angular velocity and angular acceleration of the connecting rod AB 
2. The velocity and acceleration of the sliding block 
3. The acceleration of the center of gravity of the connecting rod AB 
4. The inertia forces FO3 and FO4 
5. The bearing forces: F’12 , F’23 , F’34 , F’14 , T’s due to the inertia force FO4 
6. The bearing forces: F’’12 , F’’23 , F’’34 , F’’14 , T’’s due to the inertia force FO3 
7. The resultant forces: F14, F23, F34, F14 , Ts 
Note: use i and j components for all vector quantities 

 



 



 



 



 



 
 



Question #2: (30 points) 
A conventional automotive transmission is shown diagrammatically in the figure below. The 
transmission of power is as follows: 

 Low gear: gear 3 shifted to mesh with gear 6. Transmission of power through gears 1-
4-6-3. 

 Second gear: gear 2 shifted to mesh with gear 5. Transmission of power through 
gears 1-4-5-2. 

 High gear: gear 2 shifted so that clutch teeth on end of gear 2 mesh with clutch teeth 
on end of gear 1. Direct drive results. 

 Reverse gear: gear 3 shifted to mesh with gear 8. Transmission of power through 
gears 1-4-7-8-3. 

A car equipped with this transmission has a differential ratio of 2.9:1 and a tire outside 
diameter of 660 mm. Determine the engine speed of the car under the following 
conditions: 

a. Low gear and car travelling at 32 km/h 
b. High gear and car travelling at 96 km/h 
c. Reverse gear and car travelling at 6 km/h 

 



 
 



Question #3: (20 points) 
A symmetrical tangent cam operating a roller follower has the following particulars: Radius 
of base circle of cam = 40 mm, roller radius = 20 mm, angle of ascent = 75°, total lift = 20 
mm, speed of cam shaft = 300 rpm. Determine: 

1. The principal dimensions of the cam 
2. The equation for the displacement curve, when the follower is in contact with the 

straight flank 
3. The acceleration of the follower when it is in contact with the straight flank where 

it merges into the circular nose 

 


